
 
June 4, 2020 

Dear Families, 

I know that you have many questions about how things will look and feel as we head back to school. The field 
of early education, maybe more than any other, is one that truly understands the importance and value of 
timely, meaningful, and well-planned transitions. 

Initially, COVID-19 left us very little time to transition. Instead, we needed to act quickly and stay focused on 
simply doing the next right thing to help protect your children and our staff. 

As we continue to watch our country and the world meet this crisis with both compassion and new 
understanding, we are focused on what a trusted and responsible transition back to school can look and feel 
like. I want you to know that this will be a slow, purposeful process.  We will continue to take meaningful, 
thoughtful steps and make sure that you are well-informed along the way. 

With that understanding, our transition back will begin in New Hampshire with two of our schools, 
Stratham and Merrimack, resuming care and operations on Monday, June 22. This decision was reached 
after reviewing new state guidelines and consulting with New Hampshire health and education experts. 

At this time, we have applied to the state to run an Emergency Child Care Program at our location in Nashua, 
and we are still waiting for approval. An update will be provided to our Nashua families and staff as soon as 
possible.  

Please note that we are still working toward a June 29 reopening date in Massachusetts, which is in 
accordance to new regulations released by the Commonwealth yesterday. 

For our Stratham and Merrimack families, we have prepared an online survey for you to complete. This 
survey will help you understand our new hours of operation and available spots.*   

Survey URL: *Please note, survey link and URL have been removed as it’s only applicable to our families 
enrolled in our Stratham and Merrimack schools.  A unique link will be provided for you school. 

Please complete this survey as soon as possible, as we will be closing the survey at 12:00pm on Monday, 
June 8. 

Changes impacting scheduling and availability are being made to comply and align with recommendations 
from the CDC and leading health experts from across the New England network of Little Sprouts schools and 
centers. These changes include, but are not limited to, restricting the number of hours children can remain in 
care (no more than eight hours per day, per child), updates to our sick and closure policies, staggering 
scheduled drop-off and pick-up times for families, restricting the frequency of new person-to-person 
interactions, the wearing of masks by teachers, prohibiting access to the school to anyone other than 
enrolled children and staff, and reducing classroom sizes for toddlers and preschoolers. After completing our 
online survey, you will receive another family communication next week that will explain, in detail, all of our 
changes in procedures, policies, and pricing.    

Little Sprouts is committed to proceeding under the greatest precautions and with the utmost concern for all 
of the children, families, and professionals in our community. As you can imagine, new trainings, guidelines,  

 



 
additional essential materials (such as PPE), and extended safety closures continue to stretch and strain our 
already stressed budgets. As we approach this “now normal,” and take on so much more, with significantly 
less, we want to be transparent about the necessity to raise current rates.  We simply cannot sustain 
operations at pre-COVID pricing as the cost of providing care will increase.  Tuition will only be increased as 
much as is absolutely necessary, and we are committed to evaluating our new circumstances as quickly as 
possible to calculate the best possible pricing for your family.  We will share increases for your school in the 
coming weeks as we evaluate each school individually; we thank you in advance for your patience as we 
know how important this is. We will be thoughtful and thorough regarding pricing so that you are prepared 
to make care decisions that best fit the unique needs of your family.  

Our family update next week (following your completion of our online survey) will provide the rest of the 
important information you’ll need for next steps. In an effort to provide all information available at this time, 
I do want to provide you with an overview of the timeline we recently shared with staff. While it likely goes 
above and beyond your needs, my intention is to offer as much transparency as possible into the thoughtful 
and extensive steps we are taking to ensure a responsible transition during this trying time: 

Week 1, May 25-29: Directors of Operations research, build, and schedule updated staff trainings.  
• Review new State safety and health regulations and policies.  
• Submit an application to reopen to DHHS. 
• Schedule times to visit the schools next week to drop off materials and review daily screening 

process as a team. 
• Initial outreach to Regional Directors and Executive Directors. 
• Meet with Regional Directors of Education to discuss changes to classrooms based on new 

regulations. 
• Organization of upcoming safety and wellness staff trainings.  

Week 2 & Week 3, June 1 - June 12: New Hampshire Regional Directors and Executive Directors resume 
full-time status and work a combination of two-weeks at-home and in-school. 

● Complete family outreach to understand current needs/enrollment status. 
● Staff and scheduling outreach. 
● Create and run a staggered schedule for non-returning families to pick-up personal items from 

school. 
● Review and distribute updated family and staff policies and procedures. 
● Train on new processes. 

 
Week 4, June 15 – June 18: NH Teaching Teams return to school with no children or families at school 

● Teachers will receive on-site support and training in new rules and regulations. Training will include:  
o Social Distancing Policies in Early Education Schools 
o Hygiene and Sanitizing 
o Sick and Call-Out Policies and Procedures  
o Arrival and Pick-up Procedures 
o Teacher Screening Procedures 
o PPE Supplies and classroom materials 
o Social-Emotional / Well-being for children and staff 

 



 
Week 5, June 22 – June 25:  Schools reopen to children T-Th. Friday is a review day for all teachers 

● First 3-day week operating all NH classrooms at new capacity as outlined under state guidelines. 
● Review of process, procedures and cleaning will be an everyday occurrence and any/all necessary 

adjustments will be made along the way. 
● Monday: Continue practice drills and final preparations for the reopening. 
● Friday: Executive Directors and teachers review first week of new policies and procedures. 

In addition to this timeline, there are a number of other materials that will be provided and many more 
precautions taken.  

In the weeks ahead, we’ll explain how social distancing in early education will be practiced by reducing our 
hours of operation, limiting the number of people in the building, completely revising drop-off and pick-up 
procedures, conducting contact-free wellness checks of staff and children, reducing class sizes, limiting 
materials brought from home, limiting the sharing of toys and other materials in school, increasing the 
frequency of disinfecting cleaning procedures, ensuring protective equipment for every employee, and 
updating sick policies and procedures for both employees and families.  

I know this letter is a lot to absorb. Please know that everyone at Little Sprouts remains here for you. While 
the “new normal” is different, awkward, and still a bit unknown, we are truly thrilled to be together again 
and doing the work we’re called to do. 

In health & wellness, 

Melissa  

Melissa Leger, President; Little Sprouts 

 

 


